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QUESTION 1

A developer is using Create and Translate workflow with "Add to existing translation project" on assets with subassets. 

Which action should be taken to handle subassets? 

A. Only use AEM Machine Translation, where it is the only method supported on Assets with subassets. 

B. Subassets mime types must be defined in Day CQ DAM Create Asset Servlet or else they will be ignored. 

C. Make sure subassets are selected before starting the workflow; otherwise, they will not be translated. 

D. Select and remove the subassets from the translation job to void any potential problems. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/translation-projects.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A user group is created to upload new Assets to AEM Assets. Tins group has the Read and Create permissions for the
path /content/dam set to Allow. The members of this group are able to browse all of the content in the DAM when they
log into AEM Assets. Members do not see the option to upload a new Asset. What should be done to resolve this
issue? 

A. The group should also have the Modify permission for /content/dam set to Allow. 

B. The group should also have the Replicate permission for/content/dam set to Allow. 

C. The group should also have the Create permission for / set to Allow. 

D. The group should also have the Create permission for /content set to Allow. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager/give-uploadcreate-only-
permissions-to-user-in-aem/qaq-p/313530 

 

QUESTION 3

custom field. However, the developer encountered an issue and noticed that the value of the custom field is not
displaying on a component. 

What is a possible cause of this issue? 

A. The namespace \\'myProject\\' isn\\'t registered. 

B. The text field does NOT accept special characters. 

C. The property name \\'myProject:photographer\\' is too long. 
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D. The property \\'myProject:photographer\\' already exists and is causing conflicts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A user has created a custom metadata schema that includes a multi value text field. After modifying the file that the
metadata has been applied to, the user discovers that the property corresponding to the multi value text field contains a
new value. What does this mean? 

A. Another metadata schema that was previously applied to the asset is causing a conflict. 

B. The multi value text field was simultaneously updated by a different AEM Assets user. 

C. The multi value text field is configured as a required field in the metadata schema. 

D. Another field in the metadata schema maps to the same property as the multi value text field. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer writes the following code to create a new asset: 

If inputStream is null, what happens to the "createAsset" call? 

A. A null asset is returned without exceptions. 

B. A NullPointerException is thrown. 

C. An AssetException is thrown. 

D. A new asset is created without original rendition. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager-assets/assetmanager-for-
video-upload-to-dam/m-p/306572 
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